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Why do I need a permit?
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Terms

 Floodplain
 Floodway
 No-Rise
 Flood Insurance Study (FIS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A floodplain is defined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as any land area susceptible to being inundated by water. The 100-year flood, or a flood with a one percent annual chance of being equaled or exceeded in a given year, has been adopted by FEMA as the base (regulatory) flood for the NFIP. The water surface elevation of the base flood is known as the base flood elevation (BFE). " A floodplain development permit is required for any construction in a special flood hazard area. Special flood hazard areas are typically shown as "A zones" on flood insurance maps. No-Rise - Any project in a floodway must be reviewed to determine if the project will increase flood heights. An engineering analysis must be conducted before a permit can be issued. The community's permit file must have a record of the results of this analysis, which can be in the form of a No-rise Certification. This No-rise Certification must be supported by technical data and signed by a registered professional engineer. The supporting technical data should be based on the standard step-backwater computer model used to develop the 100-year floodway shown on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) or Flood Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFM).
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Floodway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Example – Illinois – floodway defined as 0.1 ft, which is more restrictive than FEMA’s minimum standard of 1 foot.  Illinois also has a storage component.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MVR – map service that allows us to view FEMA NFIP information in GoogleEarth.  Pretty slick and here is what a FIRM looks like along with the floodway delineation.
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Flood Insurance Study (FIS) Report

Report that documents the effective:
 Community's flood problems
 Estimates flood flow frequency
 Establishes base flood elevations
 Delineate floodway and floodplain
 Establishes insurance risk zones
 NFIP communities = no rise = 0.00’ for 1% 

annual chance exceedance flow
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Analysis Procedure
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Analysis Procedure
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Application Package

 Joint Application Package
 Exhibits / Tables

►Description of project and modeling approach
►HEC-RAS cross section locations
►Existing and Proposed Conditions
►Output table
►HEC-RAS model
►Construction Drawings
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Internal Transmittal Memo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Memo designed to ensure appropriate branches are aware that the permit is being applied for and review the content of submittal package.
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Keys for Success

 Incorporate the permit(s) into project schedule

 Identify jurisdiction and regulations

 Consider and assess floodplain impacts during the 
feasibility study

 Evaluate project as a whole; then scale back to contract 
packages

 State DNR’s moving away from accepting feasibility 
drawings for permit package submission.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regulations vary by state.  The states have delegated down to some communities so research what the rules are and who you apply to.Design a project that can be permitted.  Start with rough sizes to determine what fits within the requirementsWe used to get permits during FS.  Often would expire or the project would change completely.  States are now asking for final documents.  This can be a challenge during PED to allow time to receive the permit before advertisement.Plans change during design.  Please consult with HH Pdt member to ensure final design is what was included in the floodplain permit application.State of Illinois starting to charge fees… plan ahead.
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Keys for Success

 Ensure final design PDT includes H&H member
 Communicate design changes from Feasibility Study

 Regulations for NFIP communities vs. rural areas

 Identify a single POC to coordinate the permit with 
the state.

 Allow sufficient time to update model and State agency 
(permit) reviews in the project schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regulations vary by state.  The states have delegated down to some communities so research what the rules are and who you apply to.Design a project that can be permitted.  Start with rough sizes to determine what fits within the requirementsWe used to get permits during FS.  Often would expire or the project would change completely.  States are now asking for final documents.  This can be a challenge during PED to allow time to receive the permit before advertisement.Plans change during design.  Please consult with HH Pdt member to ensure final design is what was included in the floodplain permit application.State of Illinois starting to charge fees… plan ahead.
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Questions?

Toby Hunemuller, P.E.,  CFM
Chief, Hydrologic Engineering Section
Toby.j.Hunemuller@usace.army.mil
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